An artificial bee colony optimization based matching pursuit approach for ultrasonic echo estimation.
Ultrasonic echo estimation is important in ultrasonic non-destructive evaluation and material characterization. Matching pursuit is one of the most popular methods for the purpose of estimating ultrasonic echoes. In this paper, an artificial bee colony optimization based matching pursuit approach (ABC-MP) is proposed specifically for ultrasonic signal decomposition by integrating the artificial bee colony algorithm into the matching pursuit method. The optimal atoms are searched from a continuous parameter space over a tailored Gabor dictionary in ABC-MP instead of a discrete parameter space in matching pursuit. As a result, echoes characterized by a set of physical parameters can be estimated accurately and efficiently. The performance of ABC-MP is tested using both simulated signals and real ultrasonic signals, and compared with matching pursuit. Results clearly demonstrate the superior performance of the proposed ABC-MP approach over matching pursuit in ultrasonic echo estimation in terms of the shape and amplitude of the recovered echoes and the reconstructed signal, and the residue signal.